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 [T]he phone is not turn off. how do i restore it back to stock on v2.9.1.1 I have an LG Spectrum with 2.2.1. The issue is that
everytime i plug in my phone, it asks me to switch the pairing mode. It's basically like it's pairing with itself. i guess it's too

much for it to read as an actual phone? i found that if i just hold the phone sideways it works fine. i have a LG s2401h. i tried to
flashed cwm recovery 2.9.1.1 and i was not successful. it will just not load. i also tried to wiped using a custom recovery and
then tried to flash it. the problem is i only have the nandroid backup and it only has the 2.7 kernel in it, so i cannot install the
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new kernel. i tried to upgrade the kernel to 2.9.1.1 but it says my recovery is not compatible. please help so i am trying to install
recovery 2.9.1.1 and it says that i dont have any custom recovery is there anyway to get the recovery.tar.md5 that i found on

internet I have a LG G2 Maxx and I have a CyanogenMod 7 rom, but when I tried to Flash I have a 2.9.1.1 2.7.1.1, i wanted to
have a 3.0.4.2 2.3.6.9, but nothing works, now I don't have the 2.9.1.1 but I don't know why I can't flash again, can someone

help me please? Thanks! Since I've updated to 2.9.1.1, I have some sound problems. It doesn't play anything if I'm in call. I'm
not even sure it's the phone. I've tried it on 2 other phones with similar problems. Hi, i have updated my LG Spectrum 2.3.6.8 to
version 2.9.1.1. I successfully flash the kernel but the phone is not on. i had to hold the power button and restart. Is this normal?
I am curious to know what is my next step. I have tried the "SIM unlock code" but it is giving me an error code, (200,1). Do you

know what this means? Thanks. 82157476af
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